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In the essay “Du démentir,” Montaigne reflects on the ignominious destiny of the material object that is his rather peculiar book: “j’empescheray peut-estre que quelque coin de beurre ne se fonde au marché” (“I will keep some pat of butter from melting in the marketplace”). The image of Montaigne’s discarded book, dramatically figured as “I,” as waste paper for wrapping was evidently a classical literary commonplace—Montaigne excerpts similar passages from Martial and Catullus—and was deployed as both self-deprecation and insult in French sixteenth-century writing. The book-as-waste-paper motif illustrates the shift from the intellectual to the material, from paper as vehicle for information to paper as waste matter, that is embodied at high speed today in the life cycle of the (admittedly increasingly obsolete) newspaper. At once a reminder of mortality, impermanence, and obsolescence, and the vehicle for transcendence, paper was the material embodiment of Renaissance commonplaces of literary immortality. One of the most inventive and prolix exploiters of this commonplace was the Pléiade poet Pierre de Ronsard; his immortal aspirations were expressed in material terms by his friend René Bellet in a prefatory sonnet to his 1572 epic La Franciade:

Quelle si docte main & quel papier si blanc,
Ronsard, dy moy de grace, eternise ta gloire ?
Quelle plume de Cigne, & quelle ancre si noire
De l’oubliouse mort te delivre si franc ?

\(^1\) The image of Montaigne’s discarded book, dramatically figured as “I,” as waste paper for wrapping was evidently a classical literary commonplace—Montaigne excerpts similar passages from Martial and Catullus—and was deployed as both self-deprecation and insult in French sixteenth-century writing.

\(^2\) The book-as-waste-paper motif illustrates the shift from the intellectual to the material, from paper as vehicle for information to paper as waste matter, that is embodied at high speed today in the life cycle of the (admittedly increasingly obsolete) newspaper.

\(^3\) At once a reminder of mortality, impermanence, and obsolescence, and the vehicle for transcendence, paper was the material embodiment of Renaissance commonplaces of literary immortality. One of the most inventive and prolix exploiters of this commonplace was the Pléiade poet Pierre de Ronsard; his immortal aspirations were expressed in material terms by his friend René Bellet in a prefatory sonnet to his 1572 epic La Franciade:

Quelle si docte main & quel papier si blanc,
Ronsard, dy moy de grace, eternise ta gloire ?
Quelle plume de Cigne, & quelle ancre si noire
De l’oubliouse mort te delivre si franc ?
What learned hand and white paper, tell me, Ronsard, immortalize your glory?

What swan’s quill and what black ink deliver you so free from forgetful death?

Here it is emphatically the tools of the trade—the ink and the paper—that immortalize the poet’s fame, rather than, say, his inspiration, his effort, or his talent. It is these material means of literary production that Anne Rosalind Jones and Peter Stallybrass have argued were being occluded by some concerted poetic work in the early modern period; and it’s precisely this material support that provides the basis of the fantasized and feared projection of death’s oblivion in the waste-paper motif.5

In this article, I want to use the motif and its accompanying concerns of squandering, copiousness, and idleness as a way of thinking about the Renaissance book as a vulnerable material object, and how writers may have imagined, constructed, and conceived that object and its recycling. Critics have previously theorized the text as vulnerable, open to the contingencies of history, interpretation, and influence; I want to focus in this article on the vulnerability of the material book.6 The article responds, then, to the call for a book-centered bibliography promoted for years now by historians of the book such as Thomas Adams and Nicholas Barker, and joins a growing list of criticism focused on the material lives of books of which Leah Price’s How to Do Things with Books is at the forefront.7 It is also influenced by the turn towards the object in recent work rethinking the relationship between early modern subjects and objects.8 Admittedly, Renaissance books were a particular kind of object, invested for both reader and writer with a human subjectivity, commonly conceived as children of the author’s mind or as friends.9 The paper of Montaigne’s book appears as a strange hybrid of subject and object, as his choice of pronoun reveals. This article argues that in examining Renaissance material and textual culture
together—the matter and the metaphor of waste paper—a nuanced understanding of the relationship between writers and their books can emerge.

Montaigne’s Intertexts: Catullus and Martial

Montaigne’s prediction appears in a chapter on bad faith in Book 2 of the *Essais*, bearing the traces of the twenty years he spent revising and expanding his book. The passage changed in all three major versions, in 1580 (marked here as “a”), 1588 (marked here as “b”), and the posthumous edition of 1595, the first to incorporate most of the marginal additions and corrections that Montaigne made on his own copy of the 1588 edition until his death in 1592 (known as the “Bordeaux Copy”).

[a] Tout le commerce que j’ay en cecy avec le publiq, c’est que j’emprunte les utils de son escripture, plus soudaine et plus aiséé. En recompen, [c] j’empescheray peut-estre que quelque coin de beurre ne se fonde au marché.

[b] *Ne toga cordyllis, ne penula desit olivis,*

[c] *Et laxas scombris saepe dabo tunicas.* (pp. 664-65)

All the contact I have with the public in this book is that I borrow their tools of printing, as being swifter and easier: in recompen, perhaps I shall keep some pat of butter from melting in the market place.

*Lest tunny-fish and olives lack a robe.*

*To mackerel I’ll often give a loose shirt.* (p. 612)

<insert Figure 1>
In the additions and erasures that he made on the Bordeaux Copy (Figure 1), Montaigne removes the explicit references to the press and the economy of printing that featured in the editions of 1580 and 1588. The deleted passage reads: “il m’a fallu ietter en moule cette image, pour m’exe[m]pter la peine d’en faire faire plusieurs extraits à la main” (“I have had to cast this image in a mould, so as to save myself the trouble of commissioning several copies by hand”), where the “image” is his self-portrait and the “moule” could be a printer’s forme. Montaigne seems to strike a deal here with the new technology, assenting to the imposition of the “moule” onto the “main,” or the replacement of bodily by mechanical reproduction, for the advantage of increased, more convenient, circulation. In recompense for this service—explicitly in these earlier editions—Montaigne bequeaths to “le publiq” (the commonweal) the paper of his book for no more transcendent purpose than to wrap olives and mackerel.

The French reminder of the materiality of the page and its potential destiny as butter wrapper is a late addition (after 1588), echoing and now pre-empting the Latin quotations that figured in the earlier editions. By then, Montaigne was more certain of the reception of his book; and the “Bordeaux Copy” of the Essais on which he wrote these additions was Abel L’Angelier’s Paris quarto, in contrast to the octavo that Simon Millanges first printed for him in 1580. This handsome quarto edition was an object of desire, a token of the author’s prestige but also of his marketability; and perhaps it is easier to joke about your book’s impermanence when you are printed in quarto (although the expanse of page in the quarto also made it an attractive prospect for recyclers, as an English near-contemporary of Montaigne’s observed when he begged to be printed in smaller formats). The opening of “Du démentir” was from 1580 about the nugatory project “si sterile et si maigre” (p. 664a) (“so barren and so meagre,” p. 611) of the
Essais and Montaigne’s presumption in printing it. At the beginning of the chapter (and again from 1580), Montaigne protests that he is not producing a public monument, but rather a document for quiet and friendly perusal, reinforcing his assertion with quotations from the satires of Horace and Persius on their choice to publish intimate pieces not destined for the chatter of the bathhouse or the Forum.\[14\] This is, then, a satirical pose—the pose of a man detached from the expediency of daily life, and able to point up its absurdities—and an ironic one, much like the “débinage” that Jules Brody assigns to Montaigne in this essay. I will come back to these revisions, the textual context, and the paper they are printed on later. I would like first to look at the intertexts that Montaigne builds up and leaves in the posthumous edition: Martial and Catullus.

The Catullus quotation, “Et laxas scombris saepe dabo tunicas” (first included in 1588) is in the original directed at another writer’s pages: Montaigne changes Catullus’s third-person plural dabunt tunicas (“they will give a shirt”) to the first-person singular, dabo, transforming the quotation into another self-reflexive reference.\[15\] In this short poem, Catullus dismisses the worthless, prolific pages of Volusius, fit only to provide mackerel with a wrapper; a dismissal made more pointed by the adjective laxas, which as well as “loose” means “more indulgent,” “reduced, cheap,” and “prolix, diffuse,” attaching with economy these connotations of flabbiness, copiousness and lack of value to the other poet’s pages.\[16\] Where Catullus offers this characteristically barbed jibe at a rival, in contrast to the work of the poem’s dedicatee, his friend Cinna, Montaigne turns the quotation into another affirmation of his own book’s impermanence and small value.

The first quotation (from the first edition of 1580) reproduces more explicitly Montaigne’s tone. The first poem of Book 13 (known as the Xenia) of Martial’s Epigrams is an
address to the reader (marked explicitly “Ad lectorem” in sixteenth-century editions),
exemplifying Martial’s nonchalance that Michel Magnien has suggested inspired Montaigne in
his own prefatory letter. Martial’s is a wry reminder that his poems are circumstantial and
transient; written as careless trifles for the Saturnalia, perhaps to be cut out of the book and given
as gifts to dinner guests, tomorrow they will be wrapping food in the market or providing a feast
for worms.

The complete epigram reads:

Ne toga cordylis et paenula desit olivis
aut inopem metuat sordida blatta famem,
perdite Niliacas, Musae, mea damna, papyros:
postulat ecce novos ebra bruma sales.
non mea magnanimo depugnat tessera talo,
senio nec nostrum cum cane quassat ebur:
haec mihi charta nuces, haec est mihi charta fritillus:
alea nec damnum nec facit ista lucrum.

That tunny-fry may not lack a gown and olives an overcoat, nor the uncleanly
bookworm fear penurious hunger, waste some papyrus from the Nile, ye Muses—
the loss is mine. See, tipsy midwinter calls for new jests. My dice do not contend
with high-hearted knucklebones, nor do sice and ace shake my ivory. This paper
is my nuts, this paper my dice box; such gambling brings neither loss nor gain.
Martial likens his writing to gambling for low stakes—a frivolous, even childish activity that associates his epigrams with the carnival and guarantees their obsolescence: children played with nuts like knucklebones, and the proverb *nuces relinquere*, ‘to give up nuts,’ meant to abandon childish things. The epigrams will be discarded like children’s toys once the Saturnalia (or even the dinner) is over. And yet the suggestion of gambling lends a sense of risk and jeopardy to the enterprise, even if it “brings neither loss nor gain.” While Martial insists on his frivolity, the vocabulary of waste (*perdo* means to lose, but also to squander, even to ruin) suggests a more anxious apprehension of wasted time, effort, and resources that is only partly assuaged with the comparison to dice and knucklebones as a more pernicious waste of time.

While, as Michel Magnien points out, there is surely some false modesty in both Martial’s and Montaigne’s claims to literary mortality, the book’s future as food wrapping returns insistently throughout the *Epigrams*. For Victoria Rimell, the theme illustrates Martial’s own awareness of his belated position in relation to Golden Age Augustan poetry; contemporary poetry is for Martial not just derivative and parasitic, but itself decaying and “fleshy,” in comparison to the “transcendent immortality” of the Augustan poet. Martial repeatedly emphasizes the material conditions of his literary production: the look and feel of the papyrus roll, with the decorated bosses at the end of the cylinder it was wrapped around; its languishing on a Roman bookseller’s stall, waiting for a patron; and its potential ultimate humiliation, wrapping cheap takeaway fish, or providing scrap paper for schoolboys to scribble on. Because the poetry itself is described as sordid and nugatory, the boundary is blurred between material support (the decaying, recyclable papyrus) and poetry—or between the material, mortal book and the idealized, immortal text. The vulnerable materiality of the book thus infects the text: Martial’s poetry itself is soiled by the greasy chins of readers as they roll the papyrus back up.
The book’s impermanence is the text’s impermanence, reflecting furthermore the poet’s physical and literary mortality; Martial suggests that the very acts of writing and publication make it difficult to separate the material book from immortal poetry, or material from textual culture.  

**Waste Paper and Wasted Time**

Martial’s ironic self-deprecation exemplified in the waste-paper motif was taken up in a range of sixteenth-century French texts, from poetry to polemic. Similarly, his emphasis on waste—wasted paper, wasted time, wasted inspiration—was a theme among young poets seeking to promote their skills in the tentative prefaces to their printed works.

In his book of juvenilia, printed in 1578 when he was twenty, a Brittany student, Jucquel Rougeart, dismisses his poetry as food for moths as well as waste-paper wrapping. The list of trades grateful for his prolific outpouring is long: bacon-cooks, apothecaries, spice merchants (or possibly those other sellers of powder, charlatans), butter sellers, book binders, haberdashers, and hatters are the “personnes infimes” (“lowly people”) who benefit from his poetry, rather than the “grands” (“nobles”), who disdain it; while articulating a class hierarchy between those who might read texts and those who merely use books, Rougeart claims only to be useful to the latter.  

\[\text{Car le papier gasté de mes jeunes sotises / Leur servira de robe à plusieurs marchandises} (p. 263, ll. 161-62)\] ("For this paper spoiled with my youthful foolishness will provide them with a gown for many of their wares"): Martial’s vocabulary of waste reappears in this exercise in imitation and self-promotion. Rougeart’s is a provocative adoption of the position of versificateur, the prolific but untalented poet excoriated by Ronsard precisely as providing only wrapping for spices.

This vocabulary of waste is evident in a more well-connected poet, Jean-Antoine de Baïf,
friend of Ronsard and member of the Pléiade, who in his *Passetems* of 1573, entreats his Muse:

“Qu’on me gaste, qu’on m’vse / Mille & mille milliers / De rames de papiers” (“that you spoil and wear out for me thousands on thousands of reams of paper”), so that a variety of foodstuffs (spices, sausages, capers, plums) have new clothes.\(^9\) Baïf’s insistence on the volume of his wasted paper echoes the Renaissance ambivalence towards *copia*, most famously theorized by Erasmus as both riches and waste.\(^{30}\) Like Martial, Baïf draws a comparison between writing and gambling; but since gambling amounts to a denial of God, Baïf emphatically prefers wasting his time writing: “Et ne pêr que le tems / En ces doux passetems” (p. 206, ll. 51-52) (“and I only waste [literally “lose”] my time in this sweet pastime”). But there is a distinction, even an opposition, between wasting time and passing time, which Baïf elides here (while drawing attention to it with the rhyme), a distinction that literary fourth estate *nobles de robe* were working to establish. As Virginia Krause argues, the distinction was central to their efforts to establish themselves as more worthy nobles than the old-fashioned aristocracy, who wasted their time in gratuitous expenditure of resources and effort. If idleness could be valued as a kind of performative proof of social status, moralists, emblem writers, and poets like Baïf and Joachim du Bellay promoted literary work as a profitable and publicly useful noble activity over idleness as mere dissipation and waste.\(^{31}\)

In the preface to *L’Olive* (1549–1550), Du Bellay makes explicit some of the preoccupations underlying the equivalence between wasted paper and wasted time. He justifies his writing in the same terms of pastime and wasting time as Baïf, while drawing a much stronger distinction: “. . . n’ayant où passer le temps, et ne voulant du tout le perdre” (“having no other way to pass the time, and not wanting to waste it”).\(^{32}\) Du Bellay dismisses the impact of recent attempts to reform French orthography, which he will not pursue: “pource que je ne fay
pas imprimer mes œuvres en intention qu’ilz servent de cornetz aux apothequaires, ou qu’on les
employe à quelque aultre plus vil mestier” (p. 53) (“because I do not have my works printed to
be used by apothecaries for cornets, or that they are put to some other more base use”). The
waste-paper motif (especially in the hint towards the “plus vil mestier,” of which more later)
identifies literary waste and detaches it from Du Bellay’s more productive endeavor. Abortive
literary projects are waste products of excessively prolific and misguided literary energy, and
waste paper a symptom of this surplus production.33

Du Bellay’s insistence that his works are not printed for base material use finds an ironic
reversal in another poet and chronicler of French literary history, Jean Vauquelin de la Fresnaye.
Adopting the role of amused father in his 1605 Satyres françaises, Vauquelin warns his book not
to leave the safe haven of his desk in Caen to venture out into the world. He sees the book is
chafing to detach itself from “tant de papiers” and to go to Paris to be printed and sold by a
libraire near the Palais de justice.34 The register shifts between literal and metaphorical
destruction of the book, which is torn apart by mockery, abandoned by an offended reader,
misinterpreted by an envious one, eaten by rats and moths, until finally:

Decousu tu seras en quelque coin, dolent
De n’auoir creu ton père: enfin aux merceries,
Aux pignes, aux miroirs, aux hains, aux drogueries,
Aux couteaux, aux daguets, a cent petits fatras
Qu’on transporte au Bresil, chetif tu seruiras
D’enu’lope ou de cornets à mettre de l’epice,
Du clou, de la muguette ou bien de la riglisse
Chez un apoticaire: ou dedans vn priué
Tu seras le secours du premier arriué. (pp. 184-85)

You will be unstitched in some corner, sorry not to have believed your father; and
in the end you will serve as wretched wrapping for friperies, combs, mirrors,
hooks, medicines, knives, daggers, a hundred petty trifles that are shipped to
Brazil; or you will become wrapping for an apothecary to put spice in—clove,
nutmeg, or even liquorice; or in a privy you will come to the aid of the first
visitor.

Become pure merchandise itself, valued not as text but as paper, the book’s pages participate in
the traffic of merchandise across the world, in the nascent colonialism of the Americas and the
itinerant trade of a peddler.\textsuperscript{35} In warning his book of presumption and recklessness, Vauquelin
reminds us of the material mechanics of the printing industry in a kind of miniature it-narrative,
those stories of things popular in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries that carried similar
moral messages.\textsuperscript{36}

A material history of literature drifts in and out of Antoine du Verdier’s preface to one of
the first French national bibliographies, his 1585 \textit{Bibliothèque}, as a kind of justification for his
project of recuperation and preservation of notable sixteenth-century literary works. This
emphasis on the material book works in odd counterpoint to his opening profession of faith,
which erects knowledge as a kind of incorruptible possession that is not subject to fire, time, or
insult: in Neil Kenny’s terms, Du Verdier displays here characteristics of both the bibliomaniac
and the chronicler of national literature.\textsuperscript{37} At punctual moments in Du Verdier’s history of
European writing, the material book suffers contingent disasters, including being recycled as apothecaries’ cornets: in times of war, barbarianism, or royal neglect of the arts, those in search of financial profit are quick to sell their books to trades for use as wrapping (pp. v, xiv). Even those who hope to conserve their libraries only provide food for worms, a fate contrasted with the ideal destiny of books as transcendent texts, “la substance immortelle des sciences” (p. iv). Booksellers (libraires) emerge as the contemporary villains of the piece, uneducated louts commissioning poor-quality books by the thousand, motivated only by profit (p. xxvi). Printing technology is explicitly blamed for this excessive proliferation of worthless, waste paper (“livres de peu de fruict, petits livrets d’esbat avec mille corruptions” (p. xxvii) (“fruitless books, little frivolous pamphlets full of errors”): Du Verdier may be referring here to the pamphlets that constituted the print front of the French Wars of Religion, the waste products of a divided culture.38 Indeed, the waste paper motif was often deployed in confessional polemic at this time to denigrate and dismiss an adversary’s literary and rhetorical efforts.39 Part of Du Verdier’s project of national bibliography seems to be identifying what is worthy of preservation and what is worthless waste.40

**Book Curses**

The same tension between immortal text and material book preoccupied the Poitiers humanist printer Guillaume Bouchet in relation to his own work, the *Serées, or Evenings* (first printed in 1584), a compilation of his wide-ranging reading of classical, medieval, and Renaissance philosophers, moralists, and miscellanists, often culled from commonplace books, and offered as an exercise for the reader’s judgment.41 In the prefatory letter of Book 1 to his intended readers, the merchants of Poitiers, Bouchet lays his project down before them like fancy
goods on a trestle, “des meilleures estoﬀes qui fussent en ma boutique” (“the best wares that were in my shop”). As Hope Glidden has argued, Bouchet’s Serées combine a view of the book as merchandise, part of a capitalist economy of investment and distribution, with an atemporal image of humanist knowledge exchanged in an enclosed space, a distinction that maps onto that between material book and transcendent text. Bouchet addresses his fellow merchants as one of their own, offering his word as bond and guarantee of the quality of his merchandise, drawing attention to the physical object that his readers have just bought, a tiny pocket-sized 16mo; an object for which they have paid money and so, to a certain extent, have appropriated.

His warning to plagiarists and pirates in his preface stays in this material register. He claims he had to print the first edition of the Serées himself because of its desultory nature, recalling Martial’s dismissal of his own nugae, also productions of winter evenings offered as pastimes and gifts. Even so, Bouchet describes the effort to protect his intellectual property from unauthorized copies, printing his book using a unique, secret ink of his own devising, which, he claims, will safeguard it from the physical dangers that threaten the printed page: the gnawing of rats, mice, and moths; rot and worms; even fire. The book appears as an everlasting material presence replacing the poetic immortality of its author. And yet, if the ink cannot prevent his book from aging, “as do all human things,” it will prevent the less edifying uses of discarded printed pages that he must have been familiar with as a printer and bookseller.

[S]i l’empescheray-ie qu’il ne serue des cornets aux apothicaires, merciers & beurriers: car tout ce qui sera empaqueté du papier mouillé de ceste eau, & imprimé de ceste ancre, se corrompra, & sera dangereux & pestifère à manger… (p. xxv)
Then I will keep it from serving as cornets for apothecaries, haberdashers and butter sellers: for everything that is wrapped in paper soaked in this solution, and printed in this ink, will rot, and will be dangerous and deadly to eat.

Bouchet wants his book to retain the aura of the intellectual and the ideal text: to compel its users to focus on the content that it is a vehicle for, to make them readers, rather than more prosaic, potentially more violent, and certainly less respectful users.

Above all, his book should not be viewed as paper, as matter that could be recycled:

[… ] voire mesmes ceux qui le feront seruir à vn vsage encore plus vil, au lieu que les anciens, auant l’inuention du papier, vsoient d’esponges, en sentiroient vne grande dysenterie & excoriation és parties plus cachees, & possible la mort.

(p. xxvi)

Indeed those who employ it for an even more abject use, in the place where the ancients, before the invention of paper, used sponges, will experience a great dysentery and excoriation of their most hidden parts, and possibly death.

Bouchet’s threat of dysentery is “Pantagrueline,” as Hope Glidden remarks, ironic in its abject excess. Indeed, this fantasized afterlife of the book as a scourge of the digestive system is a strangely satisfying materialization of the desire for control over the interpretation of the text that was common in Renaissance prefaces and particularly explicit in François Rabelais.
Prologue to Pantagruel, for example, offers a series of threats in a similar register to incredulous readers: “le mau fin feu de ricqueracque, aussi menu que poil de vache, tout renforcé de vif argent, vous puisse entrer au fondement [. . .] en cas que vous ne croyez fermement tout ce que je vous racomptery en ceste presente chronicque” (“May the clap caught from your Fair, dense as any cow-hide’s hair, with quick-silver for cement penetrate your fundament [. . .] should you not firmly believe everything that I shall relate to you in this present Chronicle”).

While Rabelais is concerned with the intellectual reception and potential censorship of his work, here figured in the shaggy-dog boast that “all is true,” Bouchet shifts his attention explicitly to the material afterlife of his book, which appears to triumph over human frailty and even to survive, miraculously, the flames of any pyre it may be consigned to. Rabelais too riffs satirically on the magic power of the material printed page in an episode in the Quart Livre when the holy book of the Papimanes causes catastrophic damage: recycled as toilet paper, it lacerates the arse; as wrapping, it spoils the contents; it stains white linen black as coal, and horribly disfigures the faces of the mummers who use it in their masks. For the Papimanes, the text is demeaned by the materiality of the book; Bouchet’s attitude is more complex, imagining the book as an immortal material object whose very materiality leaves it vulnerable to degradation. The underlying anxiety here seems not so much the assignation of literary mortality as the use of the book—as well as the text—once it is a free agent in the marketplace.

**Recycling and Repurposing**

These examples point to a lively motif that enabled writers to imagine the material afterlives of their book and to recognize both the technology behind its production and its independence once printed and disseminated. The motif was not limited to the sixteenth century
(Boileau, for example, satirizes a bore boasting of having “all Pelletier” rolled up in his privy), or
to France. Early modern English writers were also preoccupied with the material futures of
their books. The journalist and polemicist Thomas Nashe puns repeatedly on the material page in
his picaresque Unfortunate Traveller, at once celebrating and struggling with its existence as one
part of a network involving printers, sellers, and readers, and potential destinies as a stopper for a
mustard pot, a wrapper for slippers, or a spill to light a pipe. In his Epigrams, Ben Jonson
instructs his bookseller to send his book to grocers for wrapping if it will not sell; he also
promises his friends a supper where the only verses of his will be those transferred to the pie
from the printed pages that lined the tin. Thomas Urquhart, the exuberant translator of
Rabelais, describes how his manuscripts were scattered after the battle of Worcester and
distributed for food wrapping, tobacco kindling, and “inferior employments and posterior
uses.” Later still, John Dryden in iconoclastic, Rabelaisian vein, makes sycophantic pamphlets
“Martyrs of Pies, and Reliques of the Bum”; and in the “Epistle Dedicatory to Prince Posterity”
of The Tale of a Tub, Jonathan Swift lists the unhappy places Posterity might go to find the
literary productions of his peers: “to a Jakes, or an Oven; to the Windows of a Bawdy-house, or
to a sordid Lathorn.” Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century reviewers used the ephemerality of
paper to indicate the worthlessness of the text, implicating the mortality of the author and, by
extension, the reader, a mortality also suggested by Thomas Nashe’s unfortunate traveller, Jack
Wilton, who asks his readers the royal pages to bend their knee when passing the stationer’s
where their fellow page is “entoombd.”

But the motif could equally be read as a parable of the resilience of paper and what
happens to be printed on it, through accident and contingency. As Ronsard puts it—not
unequivocally—at the end of his elegy to the felled trees of the forest of Gâtine, playing with
Aristotelian terms, “La matiēre demeure, et la forme se perd” (“the matter remains and the form is lost”). While printed and manuscript paper could shift quickly from the intellectual to the material realm—no longer read for the information it carried, repurposed as wrapper, wiper, or liner—the cycle was not necessarily irreversible. Indeed, waste paper switching back suddenly to the realm of the intelligible under an interested eye was—and remains—a popular device in romance and novels, from Don Quixote (parts of which are rescued by the narrator from a silk merchant’s) to Tintin (in Prisoners of the Sun the boy reporter finds out about the solar eclipse that will save him and his friends from an Inca human sacrifice in a discarded newspaper).

Even more self-consciously, Laurence Sterne’s “Rabelaisian Fragment” is found wrapped round a pat of butter. Real discoveries were made in waste paper, through painstaking trawl or serendipitous find. Early humanists were drawn to the rubbish of religious houses for the lost manuscripts it could potentially have hidden. Vespasiano recounts how Poggio found six lost orations by Cicero amongst the waste paper of a religious house in Constance; and the sixteenth-century French humanist Jacques Gillot describes in a letter to Joseph Justus Scaliger how Pierre Pithou, who was, according to an eighteenth-century bibliographer, accustomed to rifle through the wrappings in artisans’ shops for precisely this purpose, found the manuscript letters or sermons of the French chancellor Michel de l’Hospital in a lace maker’s.

While the waste-paper motif itself was a literary affectation for many early modern writers, the practice of repurposing paper from books and manuscripts was widespread in the period. Cutting and pasting was a common destiny of early modern printed books, a continuation of medieval practices of compilation. Indeed, Renaissance theorists and practitioners of commonplacing even recommended physically cutting up printed books in order to make indexing swifter and easier. Bouchet’s—and Montaigne’s—habit of including quotations in
their own published work found a material equivalence in these practices; behind the “pieces rapportées” of the Sérées and the Essais are the physical remnants of other books, material slips collected in trays, shelves, and bags, ready for re-use. If in France the Wars of Religion increased the production of ephemeral print and waste paper, in England the dissolution of the monasteries released quantities of paper and parchment onto the market and the iconoclasm of the Reformation recycled illuminated manuscripts into tailors’ patterns, book bindings, flyleaves, and sewing guards. The sixteenth-century English antiquary John Bale describes with shame how new owners of books “reserued of those lybrarye bokes, some to serue theyr iakes some to scoure theyr candelstyckes, & some to rubbe their bootes. Some they solde to the grossers and sope sellers, & some they sent ouer see to y[e] bokebynders.” If Bale suggests here that foreign bookbinders were astonished at the quantity of waste paper coming out of England, the example of the French Wars of Religion shows that ideological repurposing of printed and manuscript paper was not uncommon elsewhere in sixteenth-century Europe.

This repurposing happened in a spirit of reverence as well as destruction. Popular devotional prints were “cherished to destruction,” stuck on walls or travelling trunks, passed from hand to hand, and cut into smaller pieces. Small, cheap hymnbooks produced for the Lutheran Reformation in Germany were “sung to pieces.” As Sherman points out, the heavier the use, the more a book or print suffered; and for popular genres like devotional tracts and pious prints, the larger the print run, the smaller the chances of survival, or, to put it in other terms, the more popular the text, the less likely the book would survive. As Adam Smyth has argued, the Renaissance book seen from this perspective—the practice of cutting, reordering, repurposing—seems less monumental, fixed, and authoritative, and more mobile, open to readers’ material interventions. When books were bought unbound and many purposely contained blank pages, the
reader was not confronted with a readymade, but rather a medium that could be reworked and rethought—indeed, that perhaps demanded precisely this kind of engagement from its most suffisants lecteurs.68

This description of the printed book seems to contradict the dominant narrative of the early modern book, in which print appears as a fixing agent and stabilizer, an authoritative marker of authorial intention.69 It also runs counter to an early modern narrative of “posthumous extension”—how an individual could survive physical death through the continuance of their written words—that Neil Kenny has uncovered in his recent work on the early modern tenses of death. While some examples exist of a work acquiring value and authority through physical contact with its author, in biographical accounts, dedicatory letters, and other paratextual material, writers and their posthumous executors tended to occlude the material object in order to focus attention on the intellectual and spiritual communication between living and dead.70 In their work on the Renaissance fetish, Anne Rosalind Jones and Peter Stallybrass argue that books were becoming “suprasensible” commodities in the early modern period, as writing was increasingly perceived as detached from the material circumstances of its production. They argue: “The book itself was becoming waste matter.”71 Arguably, the work the waste-paper motif is doing is ironic, suggesting the imperative of moving beyond the materiality of the printed page to the transcendent intellectual content it contains. My presentation of the motif, from the implied “fall” of paper from intelligible to material, and its potential resurgence, writes the story very much from this perspective, that of the subject using or reading the paper. But potentially another less hierarchical perspective is possible: from the point of view of the object, the journey from reading matter to wrapper and back again might look more like a changing set of relationships between different subjects and different objects.72 Indeed, the popularity of the
waste-paper motif suggests that early modern writers and readers, even if reluctant to commit themselves explicitly, were conscious of the material support of their bid for literary immortality and of the material affordances of books and paper. As James Kearney argues, the early modern book was conceived not just as a vehicle for text, but part of the material world of things; books were figured as flesh in images recalling the origin of parchment as animal skin. Writers knew they needed paper: in the preface to his edition of Etienne de la Boétie’s translation of Xenophon, Montaigne regrets his friend’s tendency to commit his thoughts “sur le premier papier qui luy tomboit en main, sans autre soing de le co[n]server” (“onto the first bit of paper that came to hand, with no other effort to preserve it”). The example I started with—Montaigne’s “Du démentir”—is notably explicit on the material support of the book and the displacement it operates on his sense of authorship.

**Conclusion: Montaigne’s Book**

Ever since George Hoffmann’s pioneering study, we know that Montaigne was personally and intimately involved in the production of his books, especially the first editions that Simon Millanges printed in Bordeaux. As was common in the period, Montaigne contributed to the cost of the printing, probably buying the paper himself from a local paper mill in Perigord. As Hoffmann points out, Montaigne frequently refers to paper when he refers to writing: the most celebrated being, perhaps, the statement of prolific intent, that he will keep writing “autant qu’il y aura d’ancre et de papier au monde” (“as long as there is ink and paper in the world”). The book as material object features regularly in the *Essais*, described as an object retaining a certain difference or otherness which its author no longer quite recognizes as his, moving out into the world into new hands. The independent existence of the material book emerges as
Montaigne imagines his own being moved by women readers from the salon to the bedroom, or remarks on his careful preservation of an ancestor’s book of hours.77 Even the paradoxical declaration in “Du démentir” that the book itself is a “livre consubstantiel à son autheur” (“a book consubstantial with its author”), while creating a kind of shared subjectivity for Montaigne and his book, is expressed in terms of the book’s agency: “Je n’ay pas plus faict mon livre que mon livre m’a faict” (p. 665c) (“I have no more made my book than my book has made me”; p. 612).78 This shift to the perspective of the object is consistent throughout the Essais. In a chapter on paternal affection for their children, Montaigne argues that the workman would always love his work more than the work would love the workman, “si l’ouvrage avoit du sentiment” (“if the work had feeling”).79 Elsewhere, Montaigne suggests that the author loses all rights over his work once it is “hypothecqué au monde” (“De la vanité,” III, 9, p. 963b) (“mortgaged to the world”; p. 894). The waste-paper motif figures the book as a thing out in the world, a consumable object that becomes, in Ronsard’s words, “chose tienne.”

The waste-paper motif evokes ideas about conjoined literary and physical mortality. Montaigne’s equivalence between book and author makes his reflection on the recycling of his text a close relative to Hamlet’s more explicit meditation on mortality, when he remarks that the dust that was once Alexander is now “stopping a bung hole,” or “stop[ping] a beer barrel.”80 And yet, as Jonathan Gil Harris argues, Hamlet’s image is an example of “untimely,” atemporal, hybrid matter, which seems to exist in many time frames at once: Alexander’s dust is at once dead and alive, in both the physical substance of the wine barrel and the imagination that conjures it.81 The waste-paper motif might also suggest a kind of continuity, almost an epicurean eternity of matter: the paper survives, turned to different purposes, and the writing that survives with it may (or may not) return to legibility given the right circumstances.82 Imagining the
material future of the printed page is a way of imagining the material fate to which the body is also subject; a way, then, of thinking about the equivalence between subject and object, and even their co-dependence. Montaigne imagines his book as “un corps solide qui puisse durer quelques années ou quelques jours après moi” (“a solid body that may last a few years, or a few days, after me”). In “Du démentir,” Montaigne’s “je” is a hybrid of man, text, and paper, the temporary and transient result of a network of relationships, between writer, printer, book, buyer, reader, and butter-seller.
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